Remembrance items and more
for the funeral professional

2020 Edition Issue 2

FUNERAL PROFESSIONALS –
how can Shaw’s Funeral Products work for you?
Here at Shaw’s Funeral Products we are happy to tailor the service we offer to the
specific needs of individual funeral directors.
You can choose to buy our remembrance items from us at a wholesale price and sell
them to bereaved families. Alternatively, we are happy to offer our service directly to
your clients.
START OFFERING SHAW’S FUNERAL PRODUCTS TODAY
Call us to request your FREE marketing materials
Shaw’s have designed a range of useful marketing materials which can be provided
to our funeral director partners to support and generate sales.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer-facing brochures (supplied free of charge)
A4 freestanding displays (supplied free of charge)
“Wondering what to do with the ashes?” unbranded flyer outlining options
for the bereaved which is ideal for inclusion in company literature (supplied
free of charge)
Acrylic dispensers for the above flyers (supplied free of charge)
Sample pack of urns at a special price
Sale or return items for display
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REMEMBRANCE ITEMS (Urns, Ash Jewellery and Books of Condolence)

Shaw’s Funeral Products, a division of Shaw & Sons, founded in 1750, are suppliers of high quality
commemorative items and specialist accessories for funeral professionals.
Foremost is a range of unique ornamental ash caskets in a variety of materials and styles, from the traditional to the
ultra-modern. Most of these exquisite items are hand made by craftsmen and all pass stringent quality tests to ensure
that they are amongst the finest urns available anywhere. Miniature keepsake versions of many of the urns, as well as
several additional styles, are available for use where ashes are to be retained by more than one relative or friend of the
deceased.
Also featured is a high quality ash jewellery collection to contain mementos of loved ones.
Finally for the bereaved is a series of beautiful memorial books in a choice of styles, to record tributes to the deceased.
For funeral professionals themselves, an extensive range of practical products is included within these pages to help
make the service they offer their customers smoother and more efficient.

REMEMBRANCE ITEMS
The following pages feature our range of exquisitely crafted cremation urns. These beautiful pieces come in a wide
variety of materials and in styles that range from the traditional to the ultra-modern.
Every urn is meticulously checked to ensure it is of the highest quality and blemish-free.
Many of the following urn designs are patented to ensure that they cannot be copied; however, it has not been possible
to patent all the designs and buyers should be aware that similar products available elsewhere may not be made to the
same exacting standards.
All urns shown here are available from stock. However, we are able to supply a great many other styles to special order:
our complete range can be seen on our website www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
This icon symbolises that the item or range is part of the Funeral Products collection, premium quality-products
made under fair working conditions.

The Signature Collection
Each of these urns is a work of art and makes a stunning feature in any setting.

“Lotus Flower”
This stainless steel lotus flower is simply breathtaking…
Its sculptural petals surround a central ashes chamber with
a circular plate which seals upon assembly with the use of a
double-sided adhesive pad.
Colour: Stainless steel

UFU-RVS LOTUS C: 3.7L H: 34CM W: 5.5KG
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Many more styles available at:

Ornamental Urns

“Wrapped Motif LED”
A glazed ceramic shell gently encases a delicate motif which is illuminated by two LED lights (battery operated).
These urns have plugs at the bottom which will need to be sealed appropriately otherwise they will not stay in place.
Apply supplied adhesive around the inner rim of the plug and press into place.

UFU-KU102L(WH)

UFU-KU102L

UFU-KU102L(BK)

Colour: Polished white with
gold heart motif

Colour: Metallic caramel with marble
effect and cream and gold lily motif

Colour: Graphite marble effect with
silver heart motif

C: 3.8L H: 30CM W: 3.8KG

“Bronze Teardrop”
Companion urns in this ceramic finish are also
available.

UFU-KU512
C: 3.7L H: 32CM W: 3.2KG

UFU-KU512M
C: 2L H: 27CM W: 1.8KG

UFU-KU512S
C: 0.8L H: 22CM W: 1KG

UFU-KU512K
C: 0.15L H: 12CM W: 0.2KG

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ornamental Urns

Crystal Urns
Every crystal urn from the collection is made from the world-famous Bohemian crystal. This crystal from the Czech Republic is
characterised by having the same sparkle as diamonds.
Each urn is hand blown by an experienced professional and is an exclusive piece of art. The art of glass-blowing has been around
for millennia, but is still considered today as a demanding technique which is very difficult to master. This is why each urn has its
own unique details, although the basic design always remains the same.
The urns are provided with a stainless-steel stopper, which gives the product an extra elegant look.

UFU-GU081

C: 3.5L H: 22CM W: 2.3KG

UFU-GU281

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG

UFU-GU084

C: 3.5L H: 22CM W: 2.3KG

UFU-GU284

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG

UFU-GU082

C: 3.5L H: 22CM W: 2.3KG

UFU-GU282

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG

UFU-GU283

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG

Lava stone Memory crystal urns
UFU-GU700

C: 3.5L H: 17CM W: 3.7KG

UFU-GU700M

C: 1.5L H: 13CM W: 1.9KG
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UFU-GU083

C: 3.5L H: 22CM W: 2.3KG

UFU-GU700S

C: 0.5L H: 10CM W: 1KG

UFU-GU700K

C: 0.05 L H: 5CM W: 0.3KG

Many more styles available at:

Marble Urns
Marble urns feature lids which rest atop the urn. Lids can be glued in place to permanently seal the urn.
Marble keepsake urns have a plastic plug / screw closure.

UFU-SU2980

C: 3.6L H: 28CM W: 7.2KG

UFU-SU2980K

C: 0.15L H: 8CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-SU2981

C: 3.6L H: 28CM W: 7.2KG

UFU-SU2981K

C: 0.15L H: 8CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-SU6781

C: 3.6L H: 28CM W: 7.2KG

UFU-SU6781K

C: 0.15L H: 9CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-SU6783

C: 3.1L H: 28CM W: 6.9KG

UFU-SU6783K

C: 0.15L H: 9CM W: 0.4KG

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ornamental Urns

The stone that is used for these marble urns comes from highly-prized stone caves in Asia.
Each urn is finished and polished by hand. As marble is a natural product, no two marble urns will ever be the same.

Ornamental Urns

Ceramic ‘Celest’ Urns
The Celest urn range is an elegant, glossy and contemporary take on the classic and symbolic teardrop shape which will
complement most interior décor. The urns are artisanally manufactured using premium-quality ceramic. Specially selected
ingredients are blended into clay, moulded into an urn, and decorated with an innovative finishing.
Ceramic urns have plugs at the bottom which will need to be sealed appropriately otherwise they will not stay in place.

UFU-FPU001

C: 3.6L H: 31CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-FPU004

C: 3.6L H: 31CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-FPU002

C: 3.6L H: 31CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-FPU005

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU005S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG
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UFU-FPU003

C: 3.6L H: 31CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-FPU006

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU006S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

Many more styles available at:

Ceramic ‘Celest’ Urns continued

Ornamental Urns

UFU-FPU007

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU007S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-FPU010

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU010S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk

UFU-FPU008

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU008S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-FPU011

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU011S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-FPU009

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU009S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG

UFU-FPU012

C: 3.4L H: 31CM W: 1.7KG

UFU-FPU012S

C: 0.4L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG
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Ornamental Urns

Ceramic Urns
Differing ingredients, colours and firing processes make for a beautiful range of ceramic urns.
The classic qualities of fired ceramic make this range of urns an attractive choice.
Ceramic urns have plugs at the bottom which will need to be sealed appropriately otherwise they will not stay in place.

UFU-KU002

UFU-KU010

C: 3.8L H: 29CM W: 1.6KG

C: 3.8L H: 29CM W: 1.6KG

C: 2.2L H: 24CM W: 0.9KG

C: 2.2L H: 24CM W: 0.9KG

C: 0.8L H: 17CM W: 0.5KG

C: 0.8L H: 17CM W: 0.5KG

UFU-KU002M
UFU-KU002S

UFU-KU010M
UFU-KU010S

UFU-KU017

C: 3.8L H: 29CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-KU017M

C: 2.2L H: 24CM W: 0.9KG

UFU-KU017S

C: 0.8L H: 17CM W: 0.5KG
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Many more styles available at:

Ceramic Urns continued

Ornamental Urns

UFU-KU006

C: 3.8L H: 28CM W: 2.1KG

UFU-KU304

UFU-KU008

C: 3.8L H: 32CM W: 2KG

UFU-KU031

C: 3.5L H: 20CM W: 1.6KG

“My Feelings”

C: 5.4L H: 29CM W: 3.6KG

Writable with chalk

C: 0.15L H: 10CM W: 0.4KG

C: 4.7L H: 29CM W: 3.6KG

UFU-KU304K

UFU-KU305

UFU-KU305K

C: 0.1L H: 8CM W: 0.3KG

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ornamental Urns

Ceramic Urns continued
All styles below feature a magnetic removable heart.
The magnetic heart of the larger ceramic urns shown below can be filled with a token amount of ashes.

UFU-KU026

C: 3.8L H: 24CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-KU027

C: 3.8L H: 24CM W: 1.6KG

UFU-KU037

C: 3.8L H: 24CM W: 1.6KG
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UFU-KU026S

C: 1.4L H: 17CM W: 1KG

UFU-KU027S

C: 1.4L H: 17CM W: 1KG

UFU-KU037S

C: 1.4L H: 17CM W: 1KG

Many more styles available at:

Wooden Urns

All styles shown have push-on lids.

UVO-WU925-3 (Rose)

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 2.4KG

UVO-WU985-1

C: 5L H: 29CM W: 2KG

UVO-WU985-2

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 2KG

UVO-WU925-2 (Dover)
UVO-WU925-4 (Tree)

UVO-WU987-2

C: 5L H: 27CM W: 1.6KG

UVO-WU987-3

C: 5L H: 27CM W: 1.6KG

UAL-501C

C: 4L H: 27CM W: 1.6KG
Pod size: 12.5” high x 6” deep x
9.25” wide.
Frame size: 18.5” x 16.5” max.
Photo size (in mount): 10” x 8”.

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ornamental Urns

Our traditional, durable wooden urns are characterised by their extraordinary quality and finish. The popularity of wooden urns
endures due to their connection to the natural world and the uniqueness afforded by the raw material.

Ornamental Urns

Wooden (MDF) Urns
The design of this wooden urn is characterised by simplicity and modern style in combination with remarkable details.
Made by hand and easy to fill via the base, these urns can be customised by inserting the photo of a loved one.
MDF, or Medium-Density Fibreboard, is a medium density pressed board. In contrast to soft- and hardboard, glue is added when
producing MDF board. The very finely ground wood fibres are mixed with synthetic resin glue and pressed in a dry state.
From this arises a plate which is used for manufacturing the urn.

UFU-MPG001

C: 3.3L H: 23CM W: 1.5KG

UFU-MPG001M

C: 1.5L H: 17CM W: 0.8KG

UFU-MPG001S

C: 0.3L H:13CM W: 0.5KG

UFU-MPG002

C: 3.3L H: 23CM W: 1.5KG

UFU-MPG002M

C: 1.5L H: 17CM W: 0.8KG

UFU-MPG002S

C: 0.3L H:13CM W: 0.5KG

UFU-MPG003

C: 3.3L H: 23CM W: 1.5KG

UFU-MPG003M

C: 1.5L H: 17CM W: 0.8KG

UFU-MPG003S

C: 0.3L H:13CM W: 0.5KG
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Many more styles available at:

Glass Fibre Urns
All glass fibre urns are supplied with a velvet urn bag. The top row feature lids which rest atop the urn.
The bottom row urns are filled and sealed by a panel in the base. Lids/panels should be glued in place to
permanently seal the urn.

UFU-GFU201

UFU-GFU205

C: 3.7L H: 26CM W: 0.6KG
Colour: Burgundy with rose

C: 3.7L H: 26CM W: 0.6KG
Colour: Blue with butterflies

Also available:
UFU-GFU202 (Butterflies) and
UFU-GFU203 (Bird on Tree)

Also available:
UFU-GFU204 (Rose) and
UFU-GFU206 (Bird on Tree)

UFU-GFU212

UFU-GFU220 / GFU220S (Blue)
UFU-GFU221 / GFU221S (Pink)
UFU-GFU222 / GFU222S (Yellow)
UFU-GFU223 / GFU223S (Multi)

C: 3.8L H: 29CM W: 0.9KG

UFU-GFU212S

C: 1.1L H: 19CM W: 0.4KG

See specifications for UFU-GFU212 and
UFU-GFU212S opposite
www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ornamental Urns

Glass fibre urns are very long-lasting and robust.

Ornamental Urns

Steel Urns
The classic qualities of steel make this range of urns a contemporary, durable and economical
choice. All of the urns in this category have a capacity of 5 litres.
All styles of steel urn shown here have push-on lids which stay in place.

UVO-STU10F

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 0.9KG

UVO-STU16FB

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 0.9KG
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UVO-STU11F

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 0.9KG

UVO-STU18F

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 0.9KG

UVO-STU13F

C: 5L H: 28CM W: 0.9KG

UVO-STU372-078

C: 5L H: 27CM W: 0.8KG

Many more styles available at:

Steel Urns continued

Ornamental Urns

UVO-STU6701 (Forest Glade)
UVO-STU6702 (Eagle)
UVO-STU6703 (Sunset)
UVO-STU6704 (River)
UVO-STU6705 (Wheat Field)
C: 5L H: 28.5CM W: 1KG

UVO-BRU268 (Space)
C: 5L H:30CM W:3KG

UVO-BRU268W (Earth)
UVO-STU688F (Football)
UVO-STU688 (Moon & Stars)

Exclusive Shaw’s Funeral Products Urns
These designs are exclusively available through Shaw’s Funeral Products.

UVO-SH200

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.6KG

UVO-CKS200

C: 0.2L H: 9CM W: 0.3KG

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk

UVO-SH201

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.6KG

UVO-CKS201

C: 0.2L H: 9CM W: 0.3KG
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Ornamental Urns

Infant Arboform Urns
Our baby and child urns have been designed to express the essence of childhood, using motifs of innocence and play.
The biodegradable material from which this urn is made ‘Arboform’ allows you to bury the urn should you so wish (they are
designed to biodegrade fully over a period of approximately 7 years). Alternatively, if you prefer to keep the urn close, it will remain
suitable for display purposes indefinitely, as it will remain stable until buried.

UVO-CU508601

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508605

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508609

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508602

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508606

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508610

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG
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UVO-CU508603

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508607

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508604

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508608

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

UVO-CU508611

C: 1L H: 15CM W: 0.3KG

Many more styles available at:

Infant Steel Urns
All the styles shown have push-on lids which stay in place and therefore further sealing is not necessary.
These urns are also suitable for use as adult urns as capacities are larger than the recommended 3.5 litres.

UVO-CU004

C: 3.7L H: 22CM W: 0.7KG

UVO-CU006

C: 3.7L H: 24CM W: 0.7KG

UVO-CU007

C: 3.7L H: 24CM W: 0.7KG

UVO-CU008

C: 3.7L H: 22CM W: 0.7KG

Other Infant Products

UFU-MDF501

C: 0.2L H:9CM W: 0.3KG

UFU-MDF502

C: 0.2L H:9CM W: 0.3KG

JFU-AH067

Teddy Ash Pendant and Chain
H: 2.3CM

Which size tube to order?
0.7L Ideal for child ashes
0.4L Ideal for baby or token ashes
0.06L Ideal for token ashes or
jewellery returns

UAL-865
C: 0.7L

UAL-866
C: 0.4L

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk

UAL-867
C: 0.06L

UAL-868E

UAL-869E

UAL-868F

UAL-869F

C: 0.06L
C: 0.4L

C: 0.06L
C: 0.4L
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Ornamental Urns

Our baby and child urns have been designed to express the essence of childhood, using motifs of innocence and play.

Urn Bases / Keepsake Urns

Customisable Urn Bases
Our customisable urn bases are the perfect way to personalise an urn without having to engrave or damage the urn itself.
Bases have a dark brown/black gloss finish with wood effect platform 4.5cm deep. They come in three sizes (small, medium and
large) and are customised using either a silver or gold effect plaque. A meaningful message or name can be engraved on the plaque
(engraving advisable, but not limited to, up to approximately 3 lines of 30 characters).
• Provides a stable and solid base for the urn
• Felt pads are applied to the base to prevent scratching to and slippage on the surface the base is displayed on
• Ideal for use with most urn styles with a circular base

UEN-W621

SMALL
Urn platform: 10cm x 10cm
Base itself: 12.3cm x 12.3cm

UEN-W622

MEDIUM
Urn platform: 12.5cm x 12.5cm
Base itself: 14.7cm x 14.7cm

UEN-W623

LARGE
Urn platform: 14cm x 14cm
Base itself: 16cm x 16cm

Plaque size: 6.5cm (w) x 2.5cm (h)

Example of our urn bases using an urn from our collection:

Wooden Miniature Keepsake Urns
These simple but stylish carved oak keepsake urns are a peefect way of keeping cremated remains discretely.
Perfectly sized to fit into the palm of your hand, they contain two hidden recesses within the clever design of the heart. One holds a
miniature glass phial, the other can store a lock of hair, a piece of jewellery or other small keepsake items.
Contents are protected beneath clear perspex screens with rubber seals which can be concealed by placing a photo above.
The innovative design slides open with a unique rotating action and uses a discreet and secure magnetic closure.
Each heart comes in an attractive presentation box, complete with soft display stand and velvet pouch.

UAL-133
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Many more styles available at:

Candle Holder Miniature Keepsake Urns
Brass candle holder keepsakes are sealed using their screw top lids or screw in plugs at the bottom. Ceramic candle holder
keepsakes (top row) have a sit-on lid which will need to be glued for permanent sealing, while crystal styles (bottom row) have a
screw tight base.

UVO-CKS6501

UVO-CKS6778

UVO-CKS6877

UVO-CKS6986

UVO-CKS7089

C: 0.5L H: 13CM W: 0.4KG C: 0.5L H: 12CM W: 0.5KG C: 0.5L H: 12CM W: 0.4KG C: 0.5L H: 12.5CM W: 0.5KG C: 0.5L H: 13CM W: 0.5KG
Material: Ceramic
Material: Ceramic
Material: Ceramic
Material: Ceramic
Material: Ceramic

UFU-GU281

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG
Material: Crystal

UFU-GU282

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG
Material: Crystal

UFU-GU283

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG
Material: Crystal

UFU-GU284

C: 0.7L H: 12CM W: 0.7KG
Material: Crystal

Swarovski Crystal Candle Holder Miniature Keepsake Urns
Decorated with Swarovski crystals and with sit-on lids which need to be glued for permanent sealing.

UVO-CKS529

Colour: Red wine
C: 0.5L H: 11.5CM W: 0.3KG
www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk

UVO-CKS519 (Chocolate), UVO-CKS539 (Violet), UVO-CKS549 (Steel grey),
UVO-CKS559 (Baby pink), UVO-CKS569 (Apricot), UVO-CKS579 (Smoky grey),
UVO-CKS589 (Pearl)
SHAW’S FUNERAL PRODUCTS | 19

Miniature Keepsake Urns

Our candle holder keepsakes use the symbolism of a burning flame to focus thoughts upon memories of a loved one.

Miniature Keepsake Urns

Cuddle Stones
Ceramic cuddle stones are comforting forms which are soothing to hold in the palm of the hand.
Available in a variety of colours, these cuddle stone keepsakes will hold a token amount of ashes to hold
and protect a memory of a loved one.
They can be sealed using a silicone sealant, which should be injected evenly in the opening on the base by using a sealant gun
(not supplied).
Our cuddle stones hold a capacity of 0.05L, stand at 6cm tall and weigh 0.1KG.

UFU-KK003

UFU-KK006

UFU-KK007

UFU-KK008

UFU-KK009

UFU-KK011

UFU-KK013

UFU-KK014

UFU-KK018

UFU-KK019

UFU-KK022

UFU-KK028

UFU-KK029

UFU-KK030

UFU-KK031

UFU-KK032

UFU-KK033
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UFU-KK034

Many more styles available at:

Scattering tubes are specifically designed to provide a practical way for family members and close friends to scatter the ashes of their
loved one after a cremation service at their chosen location. As well as being an easy-to-use scattering solution, they are also ideal for
green burial or keeping at home as an urn.
Our scattering tubes are available in two sizes: 4L (ideal for adult ashes) and 0.06L (ideal for token ashes).

“BLUEBELL WOOD”

UAL-801 [4L]
UAL-808 [0.06L]

“STARRY NIGHT”

UAL-875 [4L]
UAL-878 [0.06L]

“SUNFLOWER”

“AUTUMN”

UAL-810 [4L]
UAL-813 [0.06L]

UAL-820 [4L]
UAL-826 [0.06L]

“GARDENING”

“FORGET ME NOT”

UAL-880 [4L]
UAL-883 [0.06L]

UAL-930 [4L]
UAL-934 [0.06L]

“ROSE”

UAL-830 [4L]
UAL-833 [0.06L]

“RAINBOW”

UAL-940 [4L]
UAL-943 [0.06L]

“DOVE”

UAL-850 [4L]
UAL-853 [0.06L]

“OCEAN SUNSET”

UAL-855 [4L]
UAL-858 [0.06L]

“POPPY”

UAL-950 [4L]
UAL-953 [0.06L]

Infant styles also available. See page 17.
Even if the decision is to scatter the ashes, a small amount could be retained in a miniature keepsake urn
to hold and protect the memory of a loved one. See pages 18-20.

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ash Tubes

Ash Tubes for Green Burial for Scattering

Ornamental/Bio Urns

Arboform Urns
The below styles are made from Arboform (a sustainable thermoplastic material).
Arboform is ideal for display purposes but can also be buried as the material is 100% biodegradable.
Arboform remains completely stable until it is buried in soil, after which it will take approximately 5-8 years
to break down completely.

UVO-BU2/12F

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU1599

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2/13F

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2005

C: 5L H: 25.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2/13FB

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2007

C: 5L H: 25.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2/77F

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2012

C: 5L H: 25.5CM W: 0.5KG

Includes
Swarovski
crystals

UVO-BU2015 HZ

C: 5L H: 25.5CM W: 0.5KG

UVO-BU2016 HZ

C: 5L H: 25.5CM W: 0.5KG
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UVO-BU2552

C: 5L H: 27.5CM W: 0.6KG
Many more styles available at:

Long-Term Biodegradable Urns
They are also suitable for display indefinitely as they remain stable until they are buried in soil.
For further decorative styles that can also biodegrade fully, please see ‘Arboform Urns’ on the previous page.
APPROVED BY THE

UNO-BU044 UNO-BU026 UNO-BU029 UNO-BU038 UNO-BU032 UNO-BU041 UNO-BU035
Colour: Black

Colour: Natural

Colour: White

Colour: Green

Colour: Grey

Colour: Red

Colour: Blue

“Nature Urn®”

C: 3.5L H: 27CM W: 0.5KG
Biodegrades in 7-9 years after burial. Nature Urns® have locking lids.
Made from starch-based polymer and sawdust.
Urns are supplied in plain colour finish. Silver foil motifs can be supplied
for application at additional cost.
Silver foil motifs available (as pictured): Tree / Flower / Dove

Short-Term Biodegradable Urns
Shaw’s Funeral Products are pleased to offer environmentally friendly and 100% biodegradable urns
which have been designed to biodegrade fully over a short period of weeks.

These styles are handcrafted from biodegradable materials.
When placed in water they will float briefly and sink to the bottom,
where they break down naturally over time.

UFU-ZU001 ‘Pillow’

C: 4.3L H: 35CM W: 0.2KG

UFU-ZU002
UFU-ZU005

The sea-urn is made of a water-soluble
material.

UVO-BU1023

C: 5L H: 30CM W:3.1KG

UFU-ZU010 ‘Memento’

C: 3.8L H: 16CM W: 0.4KG
www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Biodegradable Urns

Long-term biodegradable urns are designed to biodegrade fully over a long period of several years.

Ash Keepsake Jewellery

Ash Keepsake Jewellery
Our beautifully handcrafted pendants can hold a loved one’s cremated remains, lock of hair, or dried ceremonial
flowers.
Our collection features an extensive range of pendants which will appeal to many different tastes, age groups and
genders. Some of the designs may be worn on a key chain, charm bracelet or necklace chain.

Sterling Silver and Gold Vermeil Pendants
Cylinder Pendant with Glass Insert
Filigree cylinder with a discreet see-through design and a
fillable glass insert with stopper.
A threaded cap secures the glass inside the pendant.
JMA-127SS-C Sterling Silver Chromate Filigree Casing
(pictured left)
JMA-127SS-A Antique Sterling Silver Filigree Casing
(pictured right)
L 58 W 14 D 14

Butterfly Pendant with
Heart Pendant with Filigree
Dragonfly Pendant
Infinity Pendant
Angel Wings Pendant
Remembrance Ribbon
Enamelled Wings
Insert
JMA-163SS Sterling Silver JMA-171SS Sterling Silver JMA-185SS Sterling Silver
Pendant
JMA-129SS Sterling Silver JMA-161SS Sterling Silver JMA-163GV Gold Plate
JMA-171GV Gold Plate
JMA-185GV Gold Plate JMA-195SS Sterling Silver
L 21 W 21 D 8
JMA-161SK Sterling Silver
L 33 W 40 D 13
L 28 W 12 D 6
JMA-185SS-A Antiqued
JMA-195GV Gold Plate
with 14K Gold Insert
Sterling Silver
L 36 W 12 D 6
L 31 W 20 D 6
L 33 W 20 D 6

Titanium Jewellery
The titanium keepsake pendants offer not only striking
design, but amazing wearability for both men and
women. As lightweight as they are lustrous, these
beautiful pieces are crafted from highly durable
titanium. Prized for its health benefits as well as its
long-lasting beauty, titanium is stronger than steel yet
surprisingly lightweight. Titanium is non-magnetic and
hypoallergenic, which makes this unique material ideal
for everyday wear.
Necklace chain links are not adjustable.
A titanium chain is included with all orders of titanium
pendants.

Pendant w. Crystal Chip
JMA-118TT L 33 W 7 D 7

JMA-164TT-L Extra Long Men’s Bracelet [230mm long including clasp] (pictured left)
JMA-164TT-W Men’s Bracelet [220mm long including clasp]
Please note that the only difference between the two bracelets above is the length.
JMA-164TT-N Ladies’ Bracelet [210mm long including clasp] (pictured right)
The cylinder on all styles is identical and measures 35mm x 8mm
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Long Narrow Sliding
Rectangle Pendant
JMA-136TT L 34 W 8 D 8

Cylinder Necklace Pendant
JMA-168TT L 33 W 8 D 8

This image depicts the difference between the width
of the Ladies’ Bracelet against the Men’s Bracelets.
JMA-164TT-L / 164TT-W (top)
[Each link measures 5mm x 7mm]
JMA-164TT-N (bottom)
[Each link measures 5mm x 3mm]

Many more styles available at:

Ash Keepsake Jewellery continued
The sleek designs in our new collection make them unrecognisable as ash-holding pendants. All the pendants and beads are
handmade and hallmarked “925”, certifying that they meet the stringent quality requirements for 925 Sterling Silver. Included with
each pendant is a matching chain made of high-quality silver.

JFU-AH012
L: 28mm. High shine

JFU-AH033
L: 18mm. High shine

JFU-AH040
L: 21mm. Matt

JFU-AH045
L: 38mm. High shine

JFU-AH048
L: 20mm. High shine. Locket

JFU-AH049
L: 21mm. High shine. Locket

JFU-AH050
L: 24mm. High shine. Locket

JFU-AH053
L: 15mm. High shine

JFU-AH054
L: 16mm. High shine

JFU-AH055
L: 26mm. High shine

JFU-AH057
L: 27mm. High shine

JFU-AH063
L: 17mm. Matt

FU-AH070
L: 27mm. High shine

JFU-AH071
L: 15mm. High shine

JJFU-AH073
L: 16mm. High shine

JFU-AH075
L: 18mm. Matt

JFU-AH076
L: 18mm. Matt

JFU-AH079
L: 16mm. High shine

JFU-AH081
L: 19mm. High shine

JFU-AH085
L: 18mm. High shine

JFU-AH086
L: 17mm. Matt

JFU-AH089
L: 20mm. High shine

JFU-AH117
L: 15mm. High shine

JFU-AH119
L: 29mm. High shine

JFU-AH120
L: 29mm. High shine

JFU-AH126
L: 18mm. Matt

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk
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Ash Keepsake Jewellery

Atlantis Collection

Books of Condolence

Books of Condolence
Provide a lasting memory with our stylish collection of remembrance books.

Traditional Collection – Looseleaf

IM3

“In Memoriam” Condolence Binder
Covers:		 De luxe leather binder with gold tooling and blocking to face
Size:		 210mm x 260mm
Interior:		 Punched high quality white paper packs available in two formats,
border and ruled (in a choice of colours) and condolence text
pack. Personalisation available at additional cost. Suitable for
tributes to prominent deceased persons and for when large
numbers of mourners are expected. Looseleaf format allows easy
addition and removal of pages. Extra plain or border and ruled
sheets of paper (packs of 50 sheets) are available at a cost of
£10.00 per pack.

BRO-UK001

“Picture Frame” (Black)
Covers:		 Black leatherette cover with a window suitable for a photograph
or regimental badge
Size:		
292mm x 200mm
Interior:		
Ornate text pack inserts are issued with every order unless
otherwise advised. Text inserts consist of 22 pages of text.
Extra plain or lined sheets of paper (packs of 35 sheets)
are available at a cost of £10.00 per pack.
BRO-TEXT01 (text)
BRO-TEXT02 (lined)
BRO-TEXT03 (plain)

		 Available in black (IM3-BK) or white (IM3-WH)

Contemporary Collection – Looseleaf

BES59BK

Black vinyl cover

•

BES59BL

Blue vinyl cover

BES59IL

Black vinyl cover

BES59WH

White vinyl cover

These boxed looseleaf condolence books feature 50 white, gilt edged pages and an expandable pocket at the back.
• Titles are gold-blocked to the front cover.
• Size: 265mm x 197mm
• Cover material: Light grain vinyl
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Books of Condolence continued

Our contemporary bound books of condolence are perfect for most types of funeral. Simple and stylish, they contain 96 pages
consisting of: name, address and message pages; card and letter pages; floral tributes and donations; and expanding pockets.
They are available from stock in the colours shown.
•

•

BES45BG

Burgundy vinyl cover

BES50BK

Black vinyl cove

Gold or silver blocked with titles as shown
• All styles use cream inner pages
Some styles have silver or gold protective cover corners
• Gold or silver edges to pages, ribbon marker
• Size: 195mm x 262mm

BES45BK

BES45BL

Black vinyl cover

Blue vinyl cover

BES51BK

Black vinyl cover

BES47BK

Black Italian PU cover

BES52WH

White Italian PU cover
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Books of Condolence

Contemporary Collection – Bound

Seed Paper Stationery

Plantable Seed Paper Memorial Stationery Items
Plantable seed paper memorial stationery offers a truly unique opportunity to create a stunning floral memorial to a loved one.
These tokens consist of detachable adornments – available in the shape of hearts or butterflies – affixed to a backing card with a
thoughtful message printed to the face. The adornments are handcrafted using cotton fibre, British wildflower seeds and petals which,
when planted, grow and blossom into beautiful wildflowers, creating a perpetual tribute to the deceased.
Full planting instructions are printed on the reverse of the token. Both the tokens and the bookmarks can be customised to the face
with company details and messages (this service is free of charge on all orders of 200 or more). Company details, messages and logos
can also be printed on the reverse of the card at additional cost.

HANDCRAFTED IN THE UK
USING BRITISH
WILDFLOWER SEEDS:
Birdsfoot Trefoil
Black Knapweed
Black Medick
Meadow Buttercup
Musk Mallow
Ox-Eye Daisy
Ribwort Plantain
Red Campion
Salad Burnet
Self Heal
White Campion
Yarrow

Current clients for plantable seed paper stationery:
Funeral Homes, Hospices, Hospitals, Bereaved Families, Crematoria, Celebrants

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

“The butterfly and heart tokens have arrived safely, and are now being put to good use! We cannot thank you enough, one
of our Claire House families was so very moved by the butterfly token and said how beautiful they were. Such beautifully
presented products, and such fab customer service!

”

Thank you to all at Shaw’s!
Claire House Hospice

Applications for plantable seed paper memorial tokens or bookmarks:
• As a thoughtful gift to your client, perhaps included in the company literature or attached to the invoice.
• To send to those unable to attend the funeral service, so that they can hold their own memorial service in
their own garden.
• As a subtle business card. Offer your personalised tokens or bookmarks to attendees of funeral services
and you will ensure that your company name stays with them long after the event. A caring and thoughtful
gift for the bereaved congregation. An extremely powerful and effective marketing tool for your business.
• As an added value item for your client to purchase for giving out to family and friends at the funeral service
so that every attendee can grow a tribute to the deceased. Any sales of plantable seed tokens arranged via
funeral homes to the client themselves will benefit from free subtle advertising of the funeral business on the
reverse of the token. We can supply personalised order forms for this purpose.
• Anniversary of Death gifts: show your clients you are thinking of them as they remember the anniversary of
their loved one’s passing.
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Plantable Seed Paper Stationery continued
These tokens consist of detachable adornments – available in the shape of hearts or butterflies – affixed to a backing card with a
thoughtful message printed to the face. The adornments are handcrafted using cotton fibre, British wildflower seeds and petals
which, when planted, grow and blossom into beautiful wildflowers, creating a perpetual tribute to the deceased.
Full planting instructions are printed on the reverse of the token. Tokens can be customised to the face with company details and
messages (this service is free of charge on all orders of 200 or more). Company details, messages and logos can also be printed on
the reverse of the card at additional cost.
Plant this butterfly in your garden and
wildflowers will blossom year after year in
memory of your loved one.

Plant this heart in your garden and
wildflowers will blossom year after year in
memory of your loved one.

MSH-001P
“Heart”

MSH-002P
“Butterfly”

With compliments from
Shaway Funeral Directors

In loving memory of JHenry Shaw
1939-2018

Wildflower memorial tokens with both styles of adornment, printed on ivory backing card with the words “In Memory” and standard
wording, are available from stock:

MSH-001
“Heart”

MSH-002
“Butterfly”

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Customised wildflower tokens with stunning new photographic designs, which remain a delightful keepsake even after the adornment has
been planted

Bouquet

Meadow

Petal

Plant this heart in your garden and
wildflowers will blossom year after year
in memory of your loved one.

Plant this butterfly in your garden and
wildflowers will blossom year after year
in memory of your loved one.

Plant this heart in your garden and
wildflowers will blossom year after year
in memory of your loved one.

With compliments
Your company details here

With compliments
Your company details here

With compliments
Your company details here
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Seed Paper Stationery Items

Plantable Seed Paper Memorial Tokens

Seed Paper Stationery Items

Plantable Seed Paper Stationery continued
Plantable Seed Paper Memorial Bookmarks
These bookmarks consist of detachable adornments – available in the shape of hearts or butterflies – affixed to a backing card with
a thoughtful message printed to the face. The adornments are handcrafted using cotton fibre, British wildflower seeds and petals
which, when planted, grow and blossom into beautiful wildflowers, creating a perpetual tribute to the deceased.
Full planting instructions are printed on the reverse of the bookmark. Bookmarks can be customised to the face with company details
and messages (this service is free of charge on all orders of 200 or more). Company details, messages and logos can also be printed
on the reverse of the card at additional cost.

I’d like the memory of me to be
a happy one.
I’d like to leave an afterglow of smiles when
life is done.
I’d like to leave an echo whispering softly
down the ways,
Of happy times and laughing times and bright
and sunny days.
I’d like the tears of those who grieve,
to dry before the sun;
Of happy memories that I leave
when life is done.
Author Unknown

In loving memory of Henry Shaw
1939-2018

Do not stand at my grave and weep;
I am not there. I do not sleep.
I am a thousand winds that blow.
I am the diamond glints on snow.
I am the sunlight on ripened grain,
I am the gentle autumn rain.
When you awaken in the
morning’s hush,
I am the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight.
I am the soft stars that shine
at night.
Do not stand at my grave and cry;
I am not there, I did not die.
Mary Frye

With compliments from
Shaway Funeral Directors

Wildflower memorial bookmarks are available to special order with your choice of adornment (heart or butterfly) and your choice of
two standard verses (or your own choice at additional cost)
• Afterglow
• Do not stand at my grave and weep
• Your own custom verse (+£20.00), provided that it is not subject to copyright

Other Plantable Seed Paper Stationery
Wildflower seed paper stationery products are a delightful, beautiful stationery gift for use by funeral professionals, bereaved
families, brides and grooms, event organisers, charities and veterinary practices – anyone wishing to send a personal message
with a thoughtful, plantable gift.
Go to www.shaws.co.uk/wildflower_memorial_stationery.cfm for more information.
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Shaw’s are committed to assisting funeral professionals in providing the best service to their customers.
Our range of specialist products – which includes items to ease the travelling process of the funeral car and sensitive ways to
return property to the bereaved – allows the funeral professional to perform their role efficiently and with subtlety and sobriety.
All standard items are in stock.
Please enquire about customising items with your company details.

Signs for Travelling and Parking
Funeral Car Magnetic Flags
Keep all the cars in your procession together. ‘FUNERAL’ banners prevent family and friends’ cars being separated at road
junctions and in busy traffic.
Clearly lettered easy-to-read flags are printed on both sides and are available in a choice of colours.

FRI 220DS
Flag and Pole Set

Includes 7” high flag pole with magnetic base and
rubber base cover and 3.5” x 11” leatherette flag,
printed with the word FUNERAL on both sides.
Available in white on black (FRI 220DSW) or
metallic gold on black (FRI 220DSG).

FRI 201DF
Flag Only

FRI 250DP
Pole Only

FRI 251DT
Flag Carrying Tray

For convenient storage and handling of processional flags with
magnetic base.
This metal tray is 10” x 12” and designed to carry up
to 10 car banner flags.
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Specialist Funeral Products

Specialist Products for Funeral Professionals

Specialist Funeral Products

Signs for Travelling and Parking continued
No Parking Sign
This portable, long-life sign comprises an aluminium panel with a sturdy recycled PVC base. The panel’s flexibility allows it to
withstand winds of over 70mph. Assembles in seconds, yet stores in a compact space.

FSI 001

• Portable
• Rounded corners ensure safety
• Panel size 685 x 460mm
• Easy assembly
• Customisation available at extra cost

YOUR NAME HERE
Funeral Service

FUNERAL
No parking
please
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YOUR CREMATORIUM
NAME HERE
YOUR CHAPEL NAME HERE

SILENCE PLEASE
SERVICE IN PROGRESS
Thank you

Plain Stock Cremation Urn / Property Bags
We offer a choice of bags which can be used for returning items such as clothing, larger personal effects, or ash
caskets, or for collecting mass cards and charity donations.

PNO-SHM1619
Our canvas styles (pictured left) measure
approx. 470mm x 395mm x 150mm.
PNO-1418
Our suedette styles (pictured right) measure
approx. 450mm x 345mm.

PB102

Large self seal polythene bags
Pack size: 100
For containing and securing the ashes within an urn.

Stock colours: Burgundy and navy. Other colours may be
available to special order. Please enquire for details.
Customisation available at extra cost.

Special Order Only and Personalised Cremation Urn / Property Bags
Luxurious velvet bags and
leather document holders
are available to special order.
Our standard bags (shown under
“Plain Stock Bags”) and all special order styles can be
customised with your own details at extra cost.

Jewellery Pouches
Plain Stock Jewellery Pouches
Our stock veltex pouches – in burgundy and navy –
are ideal for returning jewellery and smaller items of
personal property to families in your care.
Available in two sizes:
Smalll (Code: PNO-POS2) – 100mm x 95mm;
Medium (Code: PNO-POS3) – 135mm x 115mm
Your company name can be imprinted on the pouches
for an additional charge. Please enquire for details.

Special Order Only and Personalised Jewellery Pouches
Veltex pouches and leatherette wallets
are available to special order.
Our standard pouches (shown under
“Plain Stock Jewellery Pouches”)
and all special order styles
can be customised with your own details.
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Specialist Funeral Products

Textile Products for Funeral Professionals

Specialist Funeral Products

Textile Products continued
Reserved Seat Markers
For use at funeral services to identify reserved seating for individuals.
Our seat markers consist of a rectangle of rich velvet fabric, in burgundy, dark green or dark blue. All styles are
embroidered with elegant gold script wording on both sides and have been vinyl lined to stop slipping.
Size: 210mm x 340mm (visible side area).

FRI-DR100

FRI-DR101

“Reserved”

“Reserved Pallbearers”

Reads “Reserved”
on both sides.

Reads “Reserved”
on one side,
“Reserved Pallbearers”
on the other

FRI-DR102

FRI-DR103

“Reserved Family”

“Reserved Disabled”

Reads “Reserved”
on one side,
“Reserved Family”
on the other

Reads “Reserved”
on one side,
“Reserved” with the
disabled symbol on the
other
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Register and Record Books
Bespoke versions of the below registers can be produced on request at additional cost.
A wider collection of related register and record books is available at www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk.

Mortuary Register
DC52(50LVS)
• Fully bound book of 100 pages
• 10 entries per page
• Black leather effect cover
• Size: 330mm x 215mm
This register is suitable for recording the movements into and
out of the mortuary. Column headings read: Date; Full name of
the deceased; Sex; Age; Cause of Death; Number of house and
name of street or other description of the place whence the body
has been brought; Name and address of the person by whose
order the body has been brought; Date of the removal of the body
for burial.

Register of Ashes
DC53(100LVS)
• Fully bound book of 100 spreads
• Black leather effect cover

• 10 entries per spread
• Size: 297 x 420mm

This register is ideal for keeping a record of ashes. Column
headings read: Name of deceased (+ reference number); Name
of client; Address of client; Telephone/email of client; Date of
cremation; Where cremated; Date ashes received; Crem. cert.
present Y/N; Date ashes collected/returned; Crem. cert. with
ashes Y/N; To whom ashes returned; Method of return of ashes;
Urn type; Planned method of disposal of ashes; Signature of
client; Remarks. With index.

Register of Property
DC54(200LVS)
• Fully bound book of 200 pages
• Burgundy bookcloth cover

• 8 entries per page
• Size: 297 x 420mm

This register is ideal for keeping a record of the property/jewellery
found upon the deceased at point of collection. Column headings
read: Name of deceased; Reference number; Date property
received; Details of property found on deceased’s person on
receipt of body; Date property collected; Name of person
collecting property; Signature of person collecting property.
With index.
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Specialist Funeral Products

Shaw’s Funeral Products offer a range of stock register and record books suitable for the day-to-day administration of
funeral homes.

Specialist Funeral Products

Register and Record Books continued
Register of Movements into and out of the Funeral Home
DC55(100LVS)
• Fully bound book of 100 spreads
• Blue leather effect cover

• 10 entries per spread
• Size: 297 x 420mm

This register is ideal for keeping a record of movements into and
out of the funeral home. Movements into the funeral home (lefthand page) column headings read: Date; Surname of deceased;
Forename(s); Removed from; Details of clothes / Personal
belongings; Body size; Signed in by; Notes. Movements out
of the funeral home (right-hand page) column headings read:
Cremation or burial?; Date out; Destination; ID checked by; Coffin
and plate checked by; Personal belongings collected by; Signed
out by; Notes. With index.

Register of Ashes Plots
BUR8(100LVS)
• Fully bound book of 100 spreads
• Black durable book cloth cover

• 10 entries per spread
• Size: 340 x 320mm

This register is ideal for use by local authority cemeteries, local
council burial grounds, churchyard burial grounds, funeral
homes with ashes plots, privately owned natural burial grounds,
columbaria, etc. Column headings read: REF NO; Plot on plan/
GPS coordinates; Marker/Plot NO; The Ashes of; Scattered or
Interred; Date of scattering or internment; Grant number;Length
of grant; Date of entry; Entered by; Memorial and other details;
Name of Grantee; Grantee’s contact details

Book Design & Manufacture Service
Over the years, Shaw’s have created a phenomenal selection of registers and records for professional organisations such as
funeral homes. We have catalogued all those currently available on our website www.shaws.co.uk/bound_books.cfm
In addition to our stocked registers (including those opposite and above), we can also supply bespoke books and registers, etc.
made to customers’ exact individual requirements. We work with customers’ initial concept request to design page layouts that
suit their needs. Upon approval of the proof, we will print, bind and deliver the complete finished book ready for immediate use.
Bespoke books we have created for our funeral professional customers include:
•

Ashes Registers

•

Mortuary Registers

•

Funeral Arrangement Books

•

Fridge Registers

•

Condolence Books

•

Client Comment Books

•

Registers of Cremations

•

Registers of Floral Tributes

Our bookbinding specialist can provide a quote for your particular requirements. Send your enquiry to sales@shaws.co.uk or call
us to discuss your needs on 01322 621100.
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Special Order and Bespoke Items for Funeral Professionals

Bespoke Plantable Seed Paper Memorial ‘Business Cards’
Plant this heart in your garden and
wildowers will blossom year after year
in memory of your loved one.

With compliments
Your details or message here

Remove the adornment and plant it in
approx. 10mm of soil, keep moist
and watch it bloom!

YOUR COMPANY
LOGO HERE

Reach potential new clients at every service you
arrange using Shaw’s Funeral Products’ wildflower
memorial adornment ‘business cards’ with your
company details printed to the face and/or the reverse.

Adornments are handcrafted in the UK
using paper made from handspun cotton fibre,
British wildflower seeds and petals.

A caring and thoughtful gift for the bereaved
congregation and an extremely powerful and effective
marketing tool for your business.

Uniquely available from

Shaw’s Funeral Products

See pages 28-31

www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk

Bespoke Signs for Travelling and Parking
We have personalised our signs for travelling and
parking for some of our funeral professional clients
with their own company details or special messages.
Black traffic cones and No Parking signs can both be
customised to your requirements.
Our bespoke signs for travelling and parking are
perfect for advertising your company and promoting a
corporate identity, while making the service you offer
more efficient.
See page 32

Bespoke Bags and Pouches

Our bags and pouches can be customised
with company names and logos to add a
professional touch to the process of returning
items to the bereaved.
Our bags and pouches are available in a variety
of styles and sizes for different purposes.
See page 33

Bespoke Registers
We accept commissions for bespoke registers and record books, see page 36.
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Specialist Funeral Products

Shaw’s Funeral Products’ offering is not limited to the stock items described in this catalogue and the additional ones on our
website. We can supply and customise many items to special order. Below are some examples but we are always happy to
source other items according to specific requirements. Please contact us with details for a quote or further information.

Notes

SPECIAL NOTES
Returns Policy
Faulty goods
Our cremation urns are subjected to meticulous inspection to ensure that they are of the highest quality and blemish free. In the
unlikely event that there is an obvious defect, please notify us immediately on 01322 621100 and return the goods to us.
If your goods are faulty we will offer a prompt replacement. This does not apply to faults caused by accident, neglect or misuse.
We must be notified of the fault within 48 hours of receipt.
Returning non-faulty goods
If you return your goods in their original condition within seven days of receipt, we will be able to offer an exchange or we will
refund your money. The cost of the original postage of the item will be deducted from the refund.
Returning your goods is simple. Contact us on 01322 621100 to arrange a return using the Collect+ service. Any items to be
returned should be packaged carefully and should reach us in their original condition.
Please note that we are unable to offer a refund for, or exchange, an item if it has been personalised for you.

Special Order Urns
All of the urns shown in this brochure are available for immediate dispatch from stock. However, we are able to supply a great
many other styles to special order. Our complete range can be seen on our website www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk.
Special order urns are subject to longer lead times. The website makes it clear for each special order item what the lead time will
be. Normally special order urns are dispatched within 1-3 weeks.

What Size Urn to Order?
The average sized adult in life will create about 3.5 litres of cremated remains. Most of our adult urns have a standard capacity of
3 litres or above, although some have much larger capacities (see note below).
How much ash is left after cremation?
Industry guides says that for every pound of body weight, allow one cubic inch of cremated remains. Standard size urns have
approximately 200 cubic inches or 3.5 litres of internal volume and are suitable for an average adult. 1 litre is 61 cubic inches and
1 cubic inch is 0.0164 litres.
Example
1 pound = 1 cubic inch of ashes
14 stone = 196 pounds
196 cubic inches x 0.0164 litres = 3.2144 litres of ashes
The table below shows the urn capacity required for a full set of ashes for different body weights.
Body weight

Cremains created

15 stone

3.444 litres

10 stone

2.296 litres

16 stone

3.674 litres

11 stone

2.526 litres

17 stone

3.903 litres

12 stone

2.755 litres

18 stone

4.133 litres

13 stone

2.985 litres

19 stone

4.362 litres

14 stone

3.214 litres

20 stone

4.592 litres

Extra Large Capacity Urns
The funeral industry offers a wonderful array of cremation urns, but most are only suitable for containing capacities of cremated
remains up to approximately 3.5 litres (which will hold the ashes of an average-sized adult). Shaw’s Funeral Products are delighted
to offer a number of styles which can contain greater capacities of cremains.
Extra large capacity urns are featured on our website in a dedicated category “Cremation urns (extra large capacity)”. Within this
category, a large number of extra large capacity urn styles are available from stock for immediate dispatch, while a wider range of
urns are available to special order (with a lead time of approximately 10 working days).
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CLEARANCE STOCK
Have you seen our special clearance section on the website?
www.shawsfuneralproducts.co.uk/clearance_stock
We offer a large number of limited availability, end-of-line products for sale at heavily discounted prices.
Amongst out clearance stock you will find:
• Cremation urns
• Miniature keepsake urns
• Ash keepsake jewellery
• Books of condolence

Shaway House, 21 Bourne Park, Bourne Road, Crayford, Kent DA1 4BZ
Tel: 01322 621100
Fax: 01322 550553
DX 400700 Crayford
E-mail: sales@shaws.co.uk
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Shaway House, 21 Bourne Park,
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